Ancient DNA (aDNA) is that recovered from any post mortem material such as archaeological or historical specimens. Ancient DNA has for example been successfully recovered from mummified specimens [1] , archival collections of biological material and preserved plant remains [2, 3] , as well as ice and permafrost material [4, 5] . Developments in ancient DNA research have enabled more precise estimates of rates and patterns of microevolution, and an improved understanding of the relationships of extinct species to modern ones. The study of ancient DNA has fascinated the public and scientists alike [6] . In 1984, amongst the first 'wave' of ancient DNA studies, researchers were successful in isolating and sequencing DNA from post mortem material. Using well-established molecular biology techniques, researchers sequenced 229 base pairs (bp) of mitochondrial DNA from the extinct quagga (Equus quagga) [7] . The recovered sequences, supported by a phylogenetic analysis, allowed the authors to establish the relationship between the quagga and its close relative the zebra.
maize as a result of cultivation [17] , the sequencing of the entire mitochondrial genomes of extinct moa of New Zealand [18, 19] , and the advent of molecular sexing methods that enable the amplification of single-copy nuclear DNA [20, 21] . Despite these successes, some authors have argued that it is impossible to sequence the entire nuclear genome of extinct animals and that this is likely to remain the case. For example, it has been suggested that due to the degraded nature of aDNA it is currently impossible to correctly assemble the large number of repeats found in complex genomes [22] . Although the recent development of nested multiplex (from multiple loci) PCR (Figure 1 ) now allows the rapid recovery of large numbers of complete mitochondrial genomes, the recovery of complete nuclear genomes is a quite different matter [23] . As a result no complete nuclear genomes have been recovered to date. However, the recent recovery of millions of bases of nuclear DNA from Neanderthals and woolly mammoths has paved the way for large-scale sequencing and alignment of ancient nuclear genomes [24, 25] . These large-scale studies signal the beginning of a 'third wave' of progress in ancient DNA research. New massively parallel DNA sequencing technologies [70] , capable of producing over 1 gigabase (Gb) (one third of the human genome) of sequence in a single run will inevitably propel ancient DNA research forward and, in particular, should make large-scale studies of nuclear genomes feasible [6] . These new sequencing methods are particularly suited to ancient DNA analyses as they sequence fragments up to ~250bp in length, a size comparable to that found in most degraded ancient genomes.
Here we review the new generation DNA sequencing technologies, highlighting the advantages and disadvantages of the different systems. We will also detail their likely future uses as they relate to the study of ancient genomes.
New massively parallel DNA sequencing technologies
Prior to the development of the new generation DNA sequencers [26, 27] , sequencing relied on cloning or PCR amplification to generate large amounts of template. These templates are then sequenced individually and the products separated by capillary electrophoresis. The most advanced conventional sequencers produce at best ~70kb of sequence per run. The new sequencers do not rely on capillary electrophoresis and are capable of detecting sequences as they are generated by 'sequencing by synthesis' (SBS) in hundreds of thousands of minute DNA clusters (see glossary). Two of these new DNA sequencers rely on emulsion-based technology: the FLX system from Roche and the SOLiD system manufactured by Applied Biosystems (Table 1) . Both machines use primer-coated beads to anchor short templates for DNA sequencing within an oil emulsion. By contrast, the Solexa system, marketed by Illumina, uses primers bound to a silica matrix together with a process of 'bridge amplification'. In bridge amplification DNA fragments are hybridized to bound primers, copied by a polymerase enzyme and denatured; the freshly copied strand hybridizes to the 'reverse' primer that is also bound to the silica matrix. Both oil emulsion and silica matrices are very efficient generators of clonal DNA clusters suitable for sequencing. The HeliScope true single molecular sequencing (tSMS) technology from Helicos BioScience also relies on SBS but does not require amplified DNA; instead, using high-definition optics, this technology is capable of detecting single-base additions to single DNA or RNA strands [28] .
The capacity of the machines varies significantly as a result of the different methods of DNA bead, cluster or strand deposition. The FLX sequencer relies on the successful deposition of single beads into a synthesised array of wells. In contrast, the SOLiD, Solexa, and HeliScope machines read from high concentrations of randomly deposited DNA beads, clusters, or strands resulting in 100-fold greater amounts of DNA sequence. However, all four machines are capable of sequencing only short regions of DNA in comparison to what can be achieved using current Sanger dideoxy chemistry [29] . The SOLiD, Solexa and HeliScope tSMS systems can sequence very short targets, typically in the range of 20-30bp, while the FLX system is able to sequence longer regions, but is still limited to only ~250bp.
The strength of these machines however is their ability to sequence hundreds of thousands to millions of templates simultaneously. Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of these machines including their advantages and disadvantages. Because these machines sequence all available templates in a sample, they are particularly suited to the recovery and analysis of complex DNA samples such as those from ancient materials.
Metagenomic analyses
Metagenomics is the recovery of DNA sequences from biological samples that contain DNA from many species. For example gut tissue will contain not only DNA from the host, but also DNA from microbes and food material. Similarly, soil and water samples will inevitably contain cells from a diverse array of organisms [30, 5] . Historically, metagenomic analyses involved the amplification of 'signature' regions of DNA such as rRNA genes, to enable the identification of major groups of organisms within a sample, such as bacteria. Using 'whole genome shotgun sequencing' and conventional Sanger sequencing methods >1 billion bp of sequence was recovered from samples taken from the Sargasso Sea [31] . Analysis of these data revealed nearly 150 new bacterial 'phylotypes' [31] and habitat-specific 'DNA fingerprints' were detected by others [32] . Similar projects using massively parallel DNA sequencers will be more efficient, provide more data, and be very cost effective [33, 34] . A potentially fruitful area of research will be the metagenomics of coprolites (sub-fossil excrement, faeces or droppings of ancient animals). Previous studies have shown that both mitochondrial and single copy nuclear DNA sequences can be recovered from coprolites [35] and the new DNA sequencing technologies will massively increase the power to sequence, with a very high level of coverage, all DNA templates in such remains.
Ancient DNA analyses will also benefit greatly from such metagenomic approaches using the new sequencers, taking advantage of what has been, in the past, a disadvantage of ancient samples, namely that they are composed of a 'soup' of DNAs from various species. In particular studies of animal, plant, and microbial samples from permafrost environments [36] [37] [38] are likely to contain well-preserved DNA templates. Furthermore, the quantitative nature of the results obtained from parallel sequencers will allow us to not only detect the types of organisms that once existed in these environments but also to document any subtle changes in their population dynamics over time. Whilst such metagenomic studies will continue to be high profile and will represent a growing research field, genomic approaches where ancient DNA sequences are selected using homologous probes from closely related species may be preferred.
Selected genomics: 'sorting the wheat from the chaff'
Massively parallel sequencing of ancient DNA samples is not specific, in comparison to PCRbased methods that employ sequence-specific primers to amplify particular targets. The new technologies are designed to recover large amounts of sequence and possibly whole genomes by massive-scale random sequencing of all available DNA templates. Repeated rounds of DNA sequencing will progressively result in a larger number of independent sequences of the genome. One of the difficulties with ancient material is that the ratio of endogenous to contaminating DNA can be low. Hence sequences from other genomes such as microbial flora and fauna will also be sequenced using these new technologies. For example, despite extensive screening of bones for their level of DNA preservation, in a recent Neanderthal study [24] only 6% of sequence reads matched those of primates and were therefore regarded as authentic (Figure 2 ). Moreover the vast majority of the recovered sequences (79%) had no match in the public sequence databases suggesting contamination by unknown (or as yet unsequenced) microorganisms [24] . Furthermore contamination with modern human DNA is common in Neanderthal samples as are any samples that have been regularly handled. Such contamination is difficult to detect in the case of Neanderthals because the two species are so closely related. A recent re-analysis of published Neanderthal genome sequences suggests that human contamination constituted as much as 80% of the nucleotides that were reported to be of Neanderthal origin [39, 40] . In contrast, well-preserved mammoth samples from the permafrost of Siberia were shown to have a relatively low level of contamination as approximately half of the sequence reads from the permafrost material could be aligned to the elephant genome [25] . Not surprisingly therefore, samples containing a high proportion of target DNA are typically chosen for ancient DNA analyses [24] . However, given the capacity of the new sequencers, large-scale random sequencing will still result in the recovery of a significant amount of target DNA sequences (e.g. more than 1 million base pairs), even if the samples are highly contaminated and contain only a small proportion of target DNA.
Contaminated sequences can often be identified by reference to database sequences.
A strategy to ensure high coverage of ancient genomes at an affordable cost is to target specific regions, as opposed to sequencing the entire genome. A selected genomic approach involves enriching for particular loci (Figure 3) . By using known genes as probes it is possible to isolate homologs from an ancient species by cross-hybridisation. For example, using a selected metagenomics approach [41] 29 of 35 Neanderthal genes were recovered by screening a metagenomic library constructed from a Neanderthal bone using human genes as probes. In the future, this will allow a precise comparison of evolutionary differences between known genes in the humans and Neanderthals, for example those involved in brain development and speech.
The importance of a 'scaffold'
While the FLX sequencer generates relatively long sequences (~250bp), those generated by the SOLiD, Solexa and HeliScope systems are comparatively short (25-35bp; Table 1 ).
Although the longer sequences generated by the FLX allow de novo assembly of sequences into contigs [42] , the genome of a closely related species is still important in assembling complex genomes. A closely related species effectively acts as a 'scaffold' onto which it is possible to 'hang' new sequences (Figure 2) . Recent ancient genomic studies on Neanderthals and woolly mammoths [41, 25] have employed this approach owing to the availability of genomes of closely related species (human and elephant respectively). In the absence of a close relative it is difficult to identify and assemble many non-coding regions of the genome because these regions often evolve quickly and consequently similarity between distantly related species is low. Although as much as 40% of the human and mouse genomes are alignable, the location of the aligned sequences within the genome cannot be determined for a large proportion of these sequences [43] . Generally then, the availability of a genome of a closely related species is a prerequisite for the correct identification and alignment of any ancient genome. However, short sequence reads (e.g. for example those from the SOLiD, Solexa and HeliScope systems) should not hinder the analysis or reconstruction of most of the coding sequences as these are highly conserved between distantly related species.
Notwithstanding these complexities, the recent developments in DNA sequencing technology provide reasons to be optimistic about the future recovery and assembly of many ancient genomes [44] .
Recovering sequences from damaged ancient genomes
Despite the high levels of contamination characteristic of ancient DNA, the capacity of massively parallel sequencers is likely to result in the recovery of entire ancient genomes.
However there are difficulties. Ancient DNA is invariably damaged (Box 1), therefore any sequence recovered will derive from a combination of both intact and damaged templates. To overcome this difficulty, a high level of coverage of the genome is required. This means sequencing each base multiple times thereby enabling us to infer the real sequence from the consensus [45] . For the Neanderthal sample [24] the level of nucleotide damage was estimated to be approximately 0.4%, that is, 4 out of each 1,000 bases [24] . Most of this damage is due to the deamination of cytosine resulting in C / T transitions (Box 1).
To determine whether any particular transition is real and not merely due to DNA damage, extensive coverage of the genome is required. Using a binomial distribution and calculating to the 99% certainty level, the genome needs to be sequenced a minimum of eight times. This level of coverage will also allow us to identify with confidence any heterozygous sites within the genome. The number of bases that need to be sequenced to achieve an eight-fold coverage of a complex genome can be calculated using the equations commonly applied to the estimation of genome coverage [46] and the probability of finding a clone in a genomic library [47] . In order to sequence the Neanderthal genome using, for example, the Solexa system and assuming an average read length of 30 bases, a total of 2.4 x 10 10 bases of sequence will need to be generated to achieve the eight-fold coverage. Taking into account that, from the best available sample, only 5% of sequences obtained will be Neanderthal, this raises the amount of sequence needed to 4.8 x 10 11 bases, or just under 500 runs. The cost of this exercise, at US$3000 per run, will be US$1.5M. This amount compares well to the cost of sequencing the human genome using Sanger chemistry and uncontaminated DNA, at US$2.7B. However, parallel sequencers are being developed at a very fast rate, with both ABI and Solexa claiming a capacity of >6Gb per run, six times that available now (Table 1) .
This is likely to reduce the cost of sequencing further.
In summary, in relation to the recovery of ancient genomes, researchers will be faced with either the costs of a high level of coverage of an ancient genome, or with a large number of sites that might be the result of damage; without a high level of coverage, damaged sites can be mistaken for real evolutionary differences.
Answering ancient mysteries?
A number of previously unsolved problems can now be addressed using the large amounts of nuclear data that will inevitably be recovered from ancient organisms. For example, the question of whether Neanderthals interbred with modern humans remains contentious, despite extensive sequence data [48] . Current work by a number of research groups aimed at sequencing the entire Neanderthal nuclear genome is likely to finally resolve this issue [24] .
The phylogenetic position of some extinct animals is open to debate. An example is the relationship of New Zealand's giant moa to the other ratites. Despite the availability of complete mitochondrial sequences for many ratites, no definitive tree can be constructed [18, 19] . Here again, nuclear genome sequences from these birds should allow us to determine with confidence the relationships between these animals.
Many extinct species possessed unusual morphologies or phenotypes not seen today. The current wealth of knowledge of extant genes that influence body plan, size, and morphology will enable comparisons with their extinct counterparts. Furthermore, studies of the chicken genome have shown that although this animal has only a limited sense of smell, the species has retained a large number of olfactory genes [49] . Even more unusual is that the chicken appears to have retained all the genes required for dentition [49] . This illustrates a general principle of genomic evolution; namely that nature adds but rarely deletes. The genomes of organisms often contain a record of previous sequences and how, throughout evolution, these sequences have been modified. Massively parallel sequencers will now greatly enhance our ability to study these accumulated genomic 'signatures' in the case of extinct animals such as the mammoth, sabre-toothed tiger and giant ground sloth, which possessed unique phenotypes. Finally, the successful isolation of ancient animal DNA from soil will allow in-depth genetic analyses of extinct populations in response to climatic and geographical changes [50] .
Sequencing ancient genomes
Despite the significant advances in DNA sequencing technology, the first successful recovery of an entire ancient genome will not be an insignificant task, to say the least. should then be possible to gain some insight into the expression and function of these genes, for example by expressing ancient gene homologues in a modern species. This is important because it is often difficult to predict from sequence data, what affects an altered gene will have on the organism. It would be interesting, and no doubt subject to considerable ethical debate, to determine how many genes can be replaced in this manner. In any event, this work would provide, at the very least, a starting point for the analysis and for an improved understanding of the function of ancient genomes.
Conclusion
Within a few years a small number of relatively complete genomes of iconic ancient and extinct organisms are likely to be published, for example Neanderthals and woolly mammoths. For the foreseeable future however, these developments are likely to come from major research groups and programs with large budgets. The vast majority of researchers with limited budgets will need to focus on more achievable projects. One way to do this is to recover specific sequences from DNA libraries of ancient organisms. The search for specific DNA loci important in population analyses, species identification, or genes known to control particular characteristics such as coat colour in mammals or perhaps particular metabolic pathways such as the production of toxins, will allow researchers to compare ancient and modern sequences from homologous genetic loci. This then provides a new comparative biology where instead of comparing different species at the same point in time (typically the present) we will be able to compare the same or closely related species at different points in time. Such ancient / modern genomic comparisons can provide insights into the biology of phenotypes (extinct and modern) and their evolution. Furthermore, because single gene studies rarely represent a complete explanation for complex phenotypes, a systems approach is required where we recover entire ancient gene complexes. The new DNA sequencing technologies, in combination with metagenomics are likely to propel such studies. In summary, we predict that the 'third wave' of ancient DNA progress will be characterized by developments such as an expansion of studies aimed at partial mitochondrial genomes to the recovery of large numbers of complete ones. In addition, there is likely to be a focus on the recovery of large regions of nuclear genomes, particularly protein-coding regions and a diversification into genomes of organisms that are currently genetically unknown. Either way, the 'third wave' will surely have a major impact on the science of ancient genomics.
Box 1. Characteristics of aDNA
Three major characteristics of aDNA are important for the recovery of these sequences.
First, the concentration of aDNA in biological material is generally low in comparison to modern samples [53] . In fact, aDNA is not detectable in many ancient biological samples.
For example in a recent study of the tuatara (Sphenodon punctatus), 27% of ancient samples ranging in age from 649 to 8748 years BP, yielded no DNA sequences [54] . The amount of aDNA capable of being retrieved from tissues is usually in the order of 1ng per 1mg of tissue, a few orders of magnitude less than what can be extracted from fresh tissue.
Second, DNA in ancient samples is typically degraded into very short fragments. Nuclear DNA is rarely longer than 150bp while mitochondrial fragments are typically less than ~400bp [55] . Interestingly, the size of these fragments varies little with the age of ancient samples suggesting that most damage occurs relatively soon post mortem [56, 57] . It is well known that temperature and the presence of water have major effects on the degradation of DNA [2, 3] . In cold environments such as Antarctica, DNA is relatively stable and consequently sequences recovered from such permafrost conditions are of generally high quality. For example, up to 80% of the ancient samples from Adélie penguins (Pygoscelis adeliae) from Antarctica have been amplified successfully [4, 58] . In contrast, only 2-4% of samples recovered from cattle (Bos) from arid hot environments in Europe and Africa yielded aDNA [59] .
Third, aDNA is usually modified as a result of two major types of processes. These can be summarised as those caused by oxidative damage and those resulting from hydrolytic processes [60] . Common damage found in aDNA includes the oxidation of the purines adenine and guanine and the formation of hydantoin derivatives of the pyrimidines cytosine and thymine [61] . Hydrolytic damage is mostly the result of the deamination of cytosine and guanine nucleotides, to give uracil and xanthine respectively. This results in C/G to T/A transitions during subsequent amplification. Unique to aDNA is the observation that transitions from C to T are at least three times more common than those from G to A [62, 63] .
Recently it has been suggested that C to T transitions represent "…the overwhelming majority of misincorporations" [4] while others have even argued that this represents the sole type of ancient damage [64] . Damage levels vary between samples but can be up to 1 in every 200
nucleotides [24] . Studies using hair shafts have been shown DNA to be very well preserved in this tissue [65] . This is thought to be due to the protective properties of the keratin shaft.
However, although aDNA is typically damaged and found in low concentrations [66, 67] amplified. These steps are followed by sequencing of the recovered regions using conventional Sanger methods or massively parallel technology.
Glossary

Term Meaning Oligo
Oligonucleotides are short sequences of nucleotides (RNA or DNA)
Shotgun sequencing
In shotgun sequencing, DNA is broken up randomly into numerous small overlapping fragments, sequenced, and the sequences reassembled.
Paired-end reads
Sequencing from both ends of a DNA fragment.
Cluster sequencing
Sequencing of clusters of DNA, each cluster being produced, by PCR, from a single DNA molecule.
Adapter ligation
Ligation of oligos of known sequence to the ends of DNA fragments.
Slide-anchored oligo dT primers
DNA oligos consisting of multiple dTTPs are bound at the 5' terminus to glass.
Poly-A tailing
The enzymatic addition of dATPs to the 3' terminus of DNA. 
Chemistry
Emulsion PCR [68] of bead-anchored oligos [69] . Clonal plate amplification. Pyrosequencing by light emission and detection [70, 71] .
Solid-phase-anchored oligo bridge amplification [72] . Cluster-sequencing using reversible fluorescent dNTP terminators [73] .
Paired end oligo cloning. Emulsion PCR of bead anchored oligos. Fluorescent oligo ligation and detection [74, 75] .
True single-molecule sequencing (tSMS) TM . Polymerase-mediated addition of reversible fluorescent dNTP terminators to polyA-tailed single RNA or DNA molecules hybridized to slide-anchored oligo dT primers [76] .
Read length
~250 bases ~35 bases ~25 bases 25-35 bases (45% of reads >30 bases, 78% of reads >20 bases).
Machine costs
US$500,000 US$520,000 US$600,000 US$1,350,000
